In this work problem of the quantum mechanics, i.e. measurement process foundation is analyzed in the form of the Galileian dialogue. Also, a solution, by spontaneous (nondynamical) unitary symmetry (superposition) breaking (as an especial case of the spontaneous (non-dynamical) symmetry breaking) is suggested.
Salviati: It is quite correct. Precisely, correct, in the usual, but simplified point of view. Simplicius: Do not quantum mechanics definitely generalized in the quantum electrodynamics (by Dirac, Pauli, Weisskopf, Bethe, Schwinger, Feynman, Dyson, Tomonaga, and other) and, further, in the standard formalism of the quantum field theory (Weinberg, Salam, Gleshow, t'Hooft, Goldstone, Higgs, and other) from thirtieth through fiftieth till do seventieth years of the XX century?
Salviati: It is true.
Simplicius: Do not quantum field theory further generalized in the (super)string and brane teory (by Nambu, Nielsen, Susskind, Schwarz, Scherk, Veneziano, Green, Witten, Strominger, Polchinski, and other) in the three last decades of the XX century?
Salviati: Yes of course. Simplicius: Then, there is any sense of the expression "problem of the quantum mechanics foundation", used by some scientist? In other words, there is any real (non-fictitious) problem of the quantum mechanics foundation? Or, maybe, discussion of the quantum mechanics foundation represents only an empty, metaphysical story?
Salviati: Problem of the quantum mechanics foundation exists in this moment as the real, unsolved problem, even if some of the suggested solutions of this problem are extremely metaphysical.
(Such metaphysical solutions we do not consider in the further discussion.)
Simplicius: How it can be? Salviati: As it has been unambiguously proved by von Neumann [1] , within standard quantum mechanical formalism there are two principally different ways of the change of the existing dynamical state of the quantum object or system.
First one represents the continuous and deterministic quantum mechanical dynamical evolution (described by Schrdinger equation or in some other equivalent, precisely unitary transformed, way). It is unitary so that it conserves superposition and does not increase the entropy.
Second one represents the discrete and statistical (Born) change of the dynamical state in the measurement process (an interaction between quantum object with measuring apparatus) entitled collapse (von Neumann collapse postulate). It breaks superposition and increases of the entropy. Realization of the collapse, i.e. measurement needs some time, according to Heisenberg uncertainty relations. Nevertheless, without diminishing of the generality of the basic conclusions, for reason of the simplicity, it can be considered that measurement is formally instantaneous.
So, for reason of the significant influence on the dynamical state of the object before measurement, quantum measurement is principally different form classical measurement, i.e. measurement in the classical physics. Classical measurement does not change existing dynamical state of the measured object. It, also, implies the possibility of the simultaneous measuring of all classical physical. On the contrary, within quantum mechanics there are observables (quantum variables) that can be measured neither simultaneously nor by the same measuring apparatus. Bohr [2] , [3] called such observables (that satisfy Heisenberg uncertainty relations by measurement) complementary. By an approximate transition from quantum in the classical dynamics (including decrease of the accuracy of the measuring procedure) values of the measured quantum variables arrives in a relatively small, neglected interval nearby average value corresponding to classical variable.
Simplicius: It is well-known, of curse, on the basis of an introductory course of the quantum mechanics [4] . But, I cannot see any connection of this fact with quantum mechanics foundation problem, which, according to your words, really exists.
Salviati: In the introductory course of the quantum mechanics, for reason of its introductory character, there is, usually, absence of the detailed consequences of the previously mentioned statements. Detailed discussion points out the following.
Effectively reduced and self-consistent, Bohr or Copenhagen, description (receipt) of the measurement [2] , [3] is possible. According to Copenhagen point of view measuring apparatus can be simply considered as usual, classical mechanically described system. Also, measuring procedure, i.e. an interaction between measured quantum object and measuring apparatus, can be simply presented, without a detailed analysis, by final results, in the agreement with von Neumann projection postulate. All this can be done without any explicit problems.
For this reason all physicists use, at least effectively, Copenhagen receipt that admits simple and unambiguous examination of the quantum mechanical characteristics of the matter. This recapture admits, implicitly, and mentioned generalizations of the quantum mechanics, i.e. quantum field theory, (super) string and brane theories, or, finally, theory of everything.
Simplicius: But then, also, there is question of the possibility of realization of a more accurate, without Copenhagen receipt, description of the measurement process. Of course, here Copenhagen receipt must be treated as corresponding limit of given, more accurate description of the measurement process.
Salviati: Yes of course. It, in fact, represents old, to this day unsolved problem of the quantum mechanics foundation.
Simplicius: Why this problem is unsolved? Why measurement cannot be simply presented as unitary quantum mechanical dynamical interaction between measured quantum object and measuring apparatus (treated as the quantum system too)?
Salviati: Reason is the following. Von Neumann [1] considered general model of such quantum mechanical dynamical interaction. According to this model given unitary, quantum mechanical dynamics extends superposition from initial (before interaction) quantum state of the measured object on the complex system, i.e. super-system, object + apparatus, with object and apparatus as its sub-systems. In this way final (after this dynamical interaction) quantum state of given super-system represents a super-systemic superposition, i.e. correlated or entangled (pure) quantum state. This state is principally different from a statistical mixture (impure quantum state), precisely first order statistical mixture of the quantum states of super-system [5] . It can be observed the following. Suppose that entangled quantum state of the super-system is, formally mathematically (without any real physical measurement), averaged over the basis of the quantum states of one of two correlated sub-systems, e.g. measuring apparatus. Then other correlated sub-system, e.g. measured quantum object, holds mathematically identical mixed state (over correlated basis) which it should have after real measurement according to projection postulate. It inspired Everett for introduction of, so-called, many world, or relative state interpretation of the quantum mechanics [6] . It definitely rejects collapse as the absolute or unconditional phenomena.
Simplicius: Can you me say more precisely what, in fact, means that collapse is or should be an absolute or unconditional phenomenon according to von Neumann postulate.
Salviati: Unitary quantum mechanical dynamical evolution changes simultaneously all superposition coefficients. But it, as an deterministic process, does not any explicit physical correspondence between given coefficients and probabilities, even if, formally mathematically, according to Born and von Neumann postulate, any of mentioned probabilities represents quadrate of corresponding superposition coefficient absolute value. More precisely, given quantum mechanical dynamical evolution does not change definitely only one superposition coefficient in the one and other in zeros. In this sense it is reversible. On the other hand, during collapse, only one, arbitrary chosen quantum state of the object, which has been a priory (before measurement) non-trivially (larger than zero and smaller than one) probable, becomes definitely and irreversiblely the actual state with a-posteriori (after measurement) probability equivalent exactly to one. Simultaneously, all other quantum states with nontrivial a-priory probabilities become definitely and irreversiblely exactly zero probable, i.e. improbable. All this really corresponds to experimental data. More precisely, only measurement or collapse, mathematically corresponding to projection on the basis states of the measured observable in the Hilbert space, admits consistent probabilistic interpretation of the results of the measurement. Otherwise, unitary quantum mechanical dynamical evolution, representing "rotation" of the one in the other basis of the Hilbert space, cannot consistently explain probabilistic character of the measurement results, at least within standard quantum mechanical formalism.
Simplicius: What Everett states? Salviati: He attempts complete elimination of the probability, precisely actualization of the probability. Simultaneously, he interprets a-priory probabilities as the conditional intensities of the correlative connections of two quantum sub-systems in the quantum super-system. In this way super-system, or, metaphorically speaking, universe can be described by unique entangled quantum state, while its sub-systems are in the second mixture of the relative states, any of which corresponds to a branch of the universe. According to Everett all this can be realized consistently within the standard quantum mechanical formalism (without any change, generalization or reduction).
Simplicius: Is it true? Salviati: It is not true definitely. In fact, Everett implies a quite non-trivial reduction of the standard quantum mechanical formalism. He, implicitly, ad hoc supposes that set of all quantum mechanical observables of the quantum super-system, must be limited in the only such observables that absolutely do not differ sub-systemic mixtures, i.e. mixtures of the second kind, from mathematically formally equivalent mixtures of the first kind which appears by real measurement. In other words, Everett implicitly supposes that quantum sub-system cannot absolutely verify, i.e. observe entangled quantum state of its super-system. In this way he changes problematical absoluteness of the collapse (as the limitation of the unitary quantum dynamics with all observables) by more problematic absoluteness of the non-observability of the entangled quantum super-system by its quantum sub-systems (within unlimited quantum mechanical dynamics without collapse, but with a strict restriction of the set of quantum observables).
Simplicius: Thus, Everett suggested solution of the problem not within standard quantum mechanics but within some its non-trivial reduction. Which of given two options is correct?
Salviati: Everett interpretation contradicts definitely to results of many relevant experiments. For example, remarkable experiments of Aspect et all [7] , [8] proved unambiguously existence of the entangled state of the quantum super-system, or possibility of the experimental distinction between the mixtures of the first and second kind. It stands satisfied even in case when both quantum sub-systems are, classically speaking, mutually distant, i.e. far away one in respect to other so that during arbitrary measurement on the one sub-system there is no any (sub)luminal influence on the other. Also, today existing entangled quantum states represent basis of the different important experiments in domain of the quantum teleportation and cryptography, e.g. Zeilinger et al [9] .
Simplicius: Maybe, instead of the non-trivial reduction, a non-trivial generalization of the quantum mechanical dynamics can be consequently realized. Such generalization should be able to reproduce both, quantum mechanical dynamics and collapse.
Salviati: Such non-trivial generalization of the quantum mechanical dynamics represents socalled theory of the hidden variables [10] . It has been supposed yet in the early stages of the discussion of the conceptual problem of the quantum mechanics foundation by Einstein, Schrdinger, de Broglie and later Bohm, Bell and many other, e.g. Ghirardi, Rimini, Weber [11] .
Simplicius: Whether theory of the hidden variables can be done? Salviati: Von Neuman [1] proved that such theory cannot exist within quantum mechanics or within any its linear generalization. Formally-mathematically it can be constructed as some non-linear generalization of the quantum mechanical dynamics as it is case by mentioned Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber theory of the spontaneous localization. Here it is very important to be pointed out that expression "spontaneous localization" does not any semantic similarity with expression "spontaneous (non-dynamical) superposition breaking". On the contrary, spontaneous localization represents a dynamical and exact breaking of the quantum superposition. It is realized by means of an additional, non-quantum mechanical and non-linear term small in the quantum (microscopic) and large in the classical (macroscopic) domain.
Simplicius: Is such theory acceptable? Salviati: It is unacceptable for two reasons. Firstly, Bell [12] has been analyzed early ideas of the Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [13] on the possibility of a more complete (in sense of the hidden variables theory) description of two distantly correlated quantum sub-systems in their entangled super-system. (As it has been mentioned word distant here means that quantum sub-systems are, classically speaking, far away one in respect to other so that during arbitrary measurement on the one sub-system there is no any (sub)luminal influence on the other. It can be added that Schrdinger, in the same article in which he remarkable cat paradox formulated [14] , suggested that for the distant sub-systems quantum correlations, i.e. entanglement disappears.) Bell, finally, formulated his remarkable inequality. It predicts experimentally checkable limitations of any theory of local (with dynamics in the agreement with special theory of relativity) hidden variables which, by statistical reduction, can be reduced on the quantum mechanics. Here it is very important to be pointed out that Bell inequality does not refer on the quantum mechanics itself (quantum mechanics without hidden variables). Mentioned Aspect et al experiments showed unambiguously that Bell inequality is definitely broken, i.e. generally unsatisfied.
Simplicius: What it means? Salviati: It means that any non-trivial generalization of the quantum mechanics (in sense of the hidden variables theory) which is, on the one hand, dynamically local (luminal) according to special theory of relativity, and, on the other hand, which holds quantum mechanics as its statistical limit, is definitely impossible.
Simplicius: Does it mean that quantum mechanics itself is dynamically non-local? It seems that expression quantum non-locality is widespread in scientific community.
Salviati: Quantum mechanics is not non-local. Namely, quantum mechanics it itself (without hidden variables) does not admit formulation of the Bell inequality. It is true that expression "quantum non-locality" is widespread in the literature, but it represents a simplified term, i.e. a verbal simplification of the real meaning of the correctly interpreted standard quantum mechanical formalism. Real sense of given term is that quantum mechanics does not represent a dynamical theory over classical (phase) space, but that it represents a dynamical theory over Hilbert space. It stands principally true by transition from quantum mechanics in the quantum field theory and further, where, for reason of the application of the second quantization formalism, Hilbert space only seemingly becomes again changed by usual space.
As an explicit proof of the locality of quantum mechanical dynamics represents fact that given dynamics can be simply generalized within principally local theories: quantum field theory, string and super-string theory, brane theory and theory of everything. Moreover, historical development of the standard model of the quantum field theory has been realized by insisting (emphasis) on the renormalization concept. This concept means, in fact, insisting on the simultaneous satisfaction of the quantum mechanical unitarity and relativistic locality. In other words non-local theory of the hidden variables, that is formally theoretically possible, physically is extremely non-plausible for reason of the un-removable contradictions with quantum field theory, string theory, super-string theory, brane theory and theory of everything. Or, insisting of the hidden variables theory on the simple unification of the measurement, i.e. collapse and quantum mechanical dynamical laws leads necessary toward breaking of the unification of the quantum mechanics with quantum field theory, string theory, super-string theory, brane theory and theory of everything.
Simplicius: It seems that some of super-string and brane theories suggest possibility of the non-local interactions in high energetic sector. Is it true?
Salviati: It is true. However, it is not in any correspondence with renormalization procedure and locality within low energetic sector of the quantum field theory or lower energetic sector of the quantum mechanics. Quantum mechanics must be local and theoretically plausible hidden variables must be local too. Of course, local hidden variables cannot reproduce all experimental data (over Bell inequality limit).
Simplicius: So, main reason for the physical non-plausibility of the hidden variables theory is its necessary non-locality that cannot be consistent with generalization of the quantum mechanics toward quantum field theories and further. However, you have said that there is an additional reason of the physical non-plausibility of hidden variables theory. What represents this reason?
Salviati: Mentioned, first reason can be simply called non-plausibility toward up. There is additional, second reason that can be simply called non-plausibility toward down. Simply speaking, theory of hidden variables (e.g. Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber) can to reproduce experimental data not only by change of the quantum mechanical but by change of the classical mechanical dynamics too. More precisely, according to hidden variables theory, there are no strictly separated quantum mechanical dynamics and classical mechanical dynamics. There is unique, non-separable, quantum-classical mechanics with corresponding non-linear dynamics. It holds one conditional limit at the macroscopic level representing classical mechanics and other conditional limit at the microscopic level representing quantum mechanics. Neither pure quantum nor pure classical mechanics exist unconditionally. Unconditionally only "entanglement" or "correlation" between quantum mechanics and classical mechanics exists. Its existence becomes obvious only in the measurement process at the mesoscopic level.
Simplicius: Roughly speaking, theory of hidden variables states that neither Newton nor Maxwell done their job correctly. Or, hidden variables theory implies existence of some small mesoscopic, even macroscopic domain within which classical physics itself (without quantum mechanics) must decline from experimental data. It seems extremely non-plausible.
Salviati: It is quite correct. Moreover, correlated, i.e. entangled quantum states of the quantum super-systems are unambiguously experimentally verified at the mesoscopic and macroscopic domains, e.g. by super-conductivity and Bose condensates [15] , [16] or quantum computers. It is very important to be pointed out that quantum computers working and predominance (smaller number of the steps) of the quantum algorithms in respect to classical (Shor [17] , Grover [18] ) is strictly based on the existence of the entangled quantum states of quantum super-systems.
Simplicius: Significant technical problem by construction of the quantum computers is theirs non-stability, precisely decoherence or entanglement breaking for reason of the dynamical and thermodynamical interaction with environment. Can decoherence, i.e. interaction between quantum object and environment, be a correct model of the measurement process. It has been suggested by Zurek [19] and some other physicists [20] , so-called environmentalists.
Salviati: It cannot be definitely. Quantum mechanical dynamical interaction between a quantum super-system and environment can do only a new, larger, quantum super-super-system, i.e. super-system + environment. This quantum super-super-system must be exactly in a new entangled quantum state while quantum super-system as its sub-system can be in a decoherent state representing second kind mixture only, but not the first kind mixture. So, decoherence represents only a technical but not a principal collapse model, as it has been discussed previously at Everet many worlds, i.e. relative state theory. Such decoherence cannot explain existing experimental facts. On the other hand, supposition that decoherence represents an extended quantum mechanical, non-unitary dynamical interaction between quantum system and environment leads necessary toward hidden variables theories. As it has been discussed, given theories are consistent with experiments if and only if they are non-local (super-luminal) which is extremely physically non-plausible.
More over recently extremely important experimental verification of the entanglement on the mesoscopic quantum systems (pairs of the molecules) has been realized in conditions where influence of the environment is carefully eliminated [21] . This experiment, or the proof of the "Schrdinger cat" existence points out that (thermal) decohenrence (i.e. environmental influence) represents only a technical, but not principal difficulty for quantum super-systemic superposition, i.e. entanglement observation. In other words, quantum superposition represents universal and absolute phenomena. But, absoluteness of given quantum superposition means, in fact, that all referential frames, i.e. bases in Hilbert space have the same right in the description of the quantum mechanical dynamics. In other words descriptions of the quantum mechanical dynamics in all quantum referential frames are relative and none absolute frame (corresponding to absolute collapse as a dynamical phenomena) for quantum mechanical dynamics description exists! It is, as it has been suggested by remarkable Danish quantum physicist Bohr [2] , [3] , in full conceptual agreement with theory of relativity.
Simplicius: It is like to the tale "Emperor's new clothes" of no less remarkable Danish writer Hans Christian Anderesen. "Quantum emperor, absolute monarch (collapse) is naked ("But he has nothing on!"), and none dubious hidden cloth cannot overlap this fact!" Salviati: Yes of course. Simplicius: Thus, collapse cannot be modeled by any exact dynamical evolution. Salviati: No of course. Simplicius: But can be collapse modeled by some approximate dynamics obtained from exact quantum mechanical dynamics? It seems natural that measuring apparatus, representing according to Copenhagen suggestion an effectively classical object, be described by wave packet approximation of the quantum mechanical dynamics since, as it is well-known, wave packet approximation corresponds to classical mechanical dynamics.
Salviati: There are many attempts in this direction, e.g. Daneri et al [22] , Cini et al [23] etc., which, roughly speaking, can be called approximationistic dynamical theories of the collapse.
Given theories suppose that unitary (that conserves superposition) quantum mechanical dynamical evolution of arbitrary quantum system represents unique exact way of the change of the quantum state. Except this quantum dynamical evolution nothing more is necessary for the exact description of the quantum system. By (local) quantum mechanical dynamical interaction between two quantum systems a quantum super-system in, generally speaking, an entangled quatum state appears (non-entangled quantum state represents a special case of the entangled quantum state). Here Hilbert space of the quantum super-system represents simply tensorial product of the Hilbert spaces of the both quantum sub-systems. All (in distinction from Everett) Hermitean operators in this super-Hilbert space represent quantum observables of the quantum super-system.
Simplicius: In other words unitary (that conserves superposition) quantum mechanical dynamics is satisfied exactly and completely, without any limitations, for quantum sub-systems and quantum super-systems too. It means that quantum mechanics itself represents an exact deterministic theory. It is in full agreement with remarkable Einstein sentence: "God does not throw dice!" Salviati: It is quite correct. Simplicius: But where is collapse and measurement? Salviati: They do not exist on the complete, exact quantum mechanical level of the dynamics description. More precisely, by exact, von Neumann description of the dynamical interaction between measured quantum object and measuring apparatus a correlated or entangled quantum state of the quantum super-system, object+apparatus, appears without any super-systemic collapse.
Collapse by measurement should appear in an approximate description of the measuring apparatus. For reason of simplicity measuring apparatus will be further simply called "pointer". Pointer can be approximately characterized by a time dependent basis (more precisely a sub-basis in the pointer Hilbert space) that holds weakly interfering wave packets as the basis states.
As it is well-known, wave packet, precisely wave packet approximation represents such approximation of the quantum mechanical dynamics of the quantum state in Hilbert space that tends toward Newtonian classical mechanical dynamics of a particle in the usual space. Given approximation can be obtained by Taylor expansion of the exact Ehrenfest quantum mechanical dynamics of the average values of observables (analogous to Schrdinger equation). More precisely, suppose that zero order Taylor expansion term is significantly larger than second order Taylor expansion term (corresponding to Heisenberg uncertainty relation) and other higher order Taylor expansion terms (first order term is always exactly equivalent to zero). Then given series is convergent and can be approximately reduced in its zero order term. It represents formally a Newtonian classical mechanical dynamical form of the wave packet as a particle model. Namely, here absolute average values of all observables become significantly larger that corresponding statistical deviations, so that, roughly speaking, wave character of the quantum phenomena effectively disappears.
It is well known too that higher (than first) order Taylor expansion terms grows up in respect to zero term during time that represents so-called wave packet dissipation. When second order term (Heisenberg uncertainty relation) becomes comparable with zero order term (absolute average values of observables) Taylor series becomes divergent or at least discretely different from wave packet approximation. Then approximate wave packet dynamics or classical mechanical dynamics become completely non-applicable. Nevertheless, exact Ehrenfest quantum mechanical dynamics of the average values of observables stands exactly satisfied in this case too.
For microscopic systems convergence and applicability of the wave packet approximation become very quickly broken. For this reason classical mechanics cannot be consistently applied for description of the dynamics of micro-systems. For macroscopic systems convergence and applicability of the wave packet approximation can be extremely large. For this reason classical mechanics can be excellently applied for description of the dynamics of macro-systems.
Suppose that distance between two wave packets centers is larger than sum of the standard deviations of theirs coordinates. Then given two wave packets are weakly interfering, or, approximately separated in the usual space.
Initially, i.e. before interaction between quantum object and pointer, object is described by superposition of the eigen states of the measured observable, while pointer is described by one wave packet with zero center.
Von Neumann quantum mechanical dynamical interaction (between quantum object and pointer) changes initial (before interaction) quantum dynamical state of the quantum super-system, object + pointer, in the final (after interaction), entangled quantum state of the quantum super-system, object + pointer. Superposition coefficients of given entangled state are identical to superposition coefficients of the initial superposition of the quantum object. Any superposition term of given entangled quantum state, holds not only superposition coefficient but tensorial product of one eigen state of measured observable of object and corresponding wave packet of the pointer.
Simplicius: Simply speaking, we have super-systemic superposition of the different conditional terms. Any of given terms means conditionally, on the one hand, that quantum object holds exactly some eigen value of the measured observable. Simultaneously, it means conditionally that pointer in a satisfactory classical approximation points out, i.e. "observes" the same eigen value of the measured observable. After averaging of given super-systemic superposition over basis states of the pointer we shall obtain a statistical mixture of the quantum eigen states of the measured observable. It is very close to Copenhagen propositions.
Salviati: Yes indeed, it is very close, but not identical. Presented approximacionistic theory is yet strictly dynamical, i.e. deterministic, but not an actual probabilistic theory. It does not explain how one of the superposition coefficients becomes actually one, and all other -zero. In this sense approximacionistic theory is still discretely different from Copenhagen demands.
Simplicius: But it means that measurement cannot be consistently formalized by aproximacionistic dynamics only.
Salviati: Definitely cannot. Simplicius: There is any physical formalism for a consistent foundation of the collapse and measurement process?
Salviati: Yes indeed. It considers mentioned approximationistic dynamical theory generalized by formalism of the spontaneous (non-dynamical) breaking (effective hiding) of the unitary symmetry, i.e. superposition suggested by Panković, Hbsch, Krmar, Predojević [24] [25] [26] .
Dynamical symmetry denotes that some characteristics of the physical system is unchanged or conserved during time, i.e. by dynamical evolution.
Dynamical breaking of the dynamical symmetry denotes that exact dynamical symmetry, exactly satisfied initially for the non-perturbed system, finally (i.e. after some time) becomes exactly broken under influence of some small exact dynamical perturbation. Such case we have by parity breaking in the weak nuclear interaction (Lee, Yang).
Collapse, for reason of hidden variables theories non-locality, cannot be modeled by any dynamical breaking (by hidden variables) of the unitary symmetry, i.e. superposition.
Simplicius: What is physical sense of the unitary symmetry, i.e. superposition? Salviati: Roughly speaking unitary symmetry denotes that quantum mechanical dynamics can be equivalently presented in all bases of the Hilbert space, where given bases represent quantum referential frames or referential frames in Hilbert space. If quantum mechanical dynamics represents unique exact description of the change of the quantum state during time, then, in principle, universe can be described by unique quantum mechanical dynamical state. Simultaneously, for reason of the quantum mechanical dynamics unitarity, unique (absolute) basis for quantum mechanical dynamical state description cannot exist. Relative (unitary transformable) description of the quantum mechanical dynamics in a basis of the Hilbert space is correct as well as some other relative description in other basis. It has been implicitly suggested not only by Everett, but also by Bohr [2] , [3] and Feynman [27] .
Simplicius: But, when by measurement collapse as the unitary symmetry (superposition) breaking occurs one basis, i.e. basis of the measured observable, becomes predominant in respect to other bases in the Hilbert space.
Salviati: It is correct. There is some other way of the dynamical symmetry breaking. It is called spontaneous (non-dynamical) breaking of the dynamical symmetry [28] - [30] . Euler introduced such symmetry breaking, implicitly, yet in the classical mechanical examples of the rigid body elasticity. Later, in the quantum mechanics, Heisenberg introduced analogous formalism by ferromagnetic analysis. Especial significance spontaneous symmetry breaking formalism obtains within Weinberg-Salam-Glashow theory of the electro-weak interactions and further within great unification theory. Simplicius: As I know, there are some very simple definitions of the spontaneous symmetry breaking. For example, spontaneous symmetry breaking appears when ground dynamical state does not hold the same (but smaller) symmetry than total Hamiltonian. Then exactly existing symmetry of the total Hamiltonian is effectively unobservable in the ground state. It can be demonstrated by the following simple mathematical example. Equation x 2 = 1, that holds parity symmetry, i.e. that is invariant in respect to parity transformation x ↔ −x , holds two solution, x = 1 and x = −1 none of which holds parity symmetry.
Salviati: Mentioned definition, in widespread pedagogical use, is extremely simplified, like to expression "quantum non-locality", etc. For this reason, non-critically accepted, given definition can cause many ambiguities. Really, in the correctly defined dynamics there is one-to-one correspondence between Hamiltonian and corresponding dynamical states, e.g. eigen states in quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. For this reason it is not clear at all how, according to mentioned definition, spontaneous symmetry breaking can be realized at all.
Simplicius: What then, in fact, represents spontaneous symmetry breaking? Salviati: Any complete dynamics, i.e. dynamical equation, holds real existing, exact solution, i.e. exact dynamical state with the same symmetry as well as the equation.
But, in some cases, given exact solution can be presented in the explicit form (by usual simple functions) neither theoretically nor experimentally. For this reason different approximate procedures or theories must be used, mostly small perturbation theories corresponding to expansion in the Taylor series.
If given series globally converges, i.e. if it converges in the whole space of the dynamical states, approximate solution converges to exact solution.
But, if given series globally diverges, i.e. if it diverges in the whole space of the dynamical states, approximate solution does not exist. Nevertheless, exact solution exactly exists but it cannot be presented by non-existing global approximate solution.
However, such situations are possible when approximate solution globally diverges but when it locally converges. It means that approximate solution can converge in some discretely separated parts of the space of all dynamical states, which corresponds to decrease or breaking of some dynamical symmetry. Then global approximate solution does not exist again, or, formally speaking, global approximate solution is approximate dynamically non-stable. In this sense given global solution is unobservable too. But, for reason of the existence of local domains of approximate dynamical stability, given "initial" global non-stable approximate solution can turn (or it can be projected) spontaneously, i.e. without any additional dynamical influence, in some of many discretely separated domains of the approximate dynamical stability. After transition in given local domain, approximate solution with decreased or broken symmetry, becomes dynamically presentable or observable. Then it represents "final" local stable approximate solution. It is very important to be pointed out that complete transition (projection) process cannot be presented or described by global non-stable approximate dynamics too. Describable is only its end, i.e. "final" local stable approximate solution. Also, for reason of given local approximate dynamical stability inverse process, i.e. transition from local stable approximate solution in global non-stable approximate solution cannot be realized spontaneously.
Simplicius: Whether global non-stable approximate dynamical state turns out in single local stable approximate dynamical states? Or, maybe, it turns out in all local stable approximate dynamical states simultaneously?
Salviati: It depends of the type of the exact dynamics. Within quantum mechanics and quantum field theories, within which in full agreement with experimental data, unit norm postulate is satisfied, only transition form global unstable approximate in single local stable approximate dynamical state is possible. In other words here can be spontaneously (non-dynamically) broken only superposition but not unit norm of the dynamical state.
Simplicius: In this case, actual transition from global non-stable in local stable dynamical state can have fundamental probabilistic-statistical character. Also, here, a-priori probabilities must be dependent from "initial", global non-stable approximate dynamical state as well as from corresponding "final" local stable approximate dynamical states. On the other hand, mentioned transition corresponds to actualization of given a-priori probabilities, i.e. to transition of given a-priory in the a-posteriori probabilities one of which becomes one, and all other zero.
Salviati: Yes indeed. Here again it can be pointed out that given actualization of the probabilities cannot be modeled deterministically for reason of the global non-stability of the approximate dynamics. It, also, corresponds to statement that any local stable approximate dynamical state represents (projects) the same global non-stable approximate dynamical state. In other words, here dynamical-deterministic evolution, from the initial, global non-stable approximate dynamical state in the final, local stable approximate dynamical state, does not exist, in difference from theories with dynamical breaking of the symmetry.
We can consider famous example of the spontaneous breaking of the gauge symmetry within Weinberg-Salam theory of the electro-weak interaction. Weinberg-Salam theory holds exact gauge symmetric solution of corresponding exactly gauge symmetric quantum field theory dynamical equation. But this exact solution cannot be obtained in an explicit form at all. For this reason mentioned solution must be presented by some approximate theories, e.g. small perturbation theory within low energetic sector. Such approximate solution of the dynamical equation globally diverges (it does not converge for any value of the field) representing globally dynamically unstable and non-describable state. Especially it diverges in the zero field point with non-zero energy (for this reason given point is called false vacuum). But, approximate solution converges locally, i.e. at least in some non-zero field points (simply, but asymmetrically translated in respect to symmetric zero field point) with minimal energies (for this reason given field points are called real vacuums). In this way, within small perturbation approximation it can be consistently supposed that a dynamically non-describable, principally probabilistic, i.e. statistical transition from globally nonstable in one locally stable dynamical state occurs. Such transition, of course, corresponds to spontaneous (non-dynamical) gauge symmetry breaking.
Fictitious exact, dynamical breaking of the gauge symmetry, i.e. exact dynamical description of the translation from false in the real vacuum, would imply non-renormalizability and physical non-plausibility of Weinberg-Salam theory. Vice versa, remarkable t'Hooft proof of the renormalizability of Weinberg-Salam theory is concretely done for an especially chosen calibration. Only according to exactly unbroken gauge symmetry given proof is satisfied generally, in any calibration (since one calibration can be appropriately gauge transformed in any other), even if proof satisfaction in general case is not so obvious.
Simplicius: What then means expression in widespread use that Higgs boson -God particle, breaks gauge symmetry? Salviati: It is, again, widespread verbal simplification, with not so trivial content. Here, again, we have a situation like to previously discussed definition that "spontaneous breaking of the symmetry considers situation when solution of the equation holds smaller symmetry than equation itself", or like to expression "quantum non-locality". Namely, only after spontaneous breaking of the gauge symmetry, i.e. only after by small perturbation theory non-describable transition from symmetric "false" in the asymmetric "true" vacuum, there is effective asymmetrical term of Higgs boson. Thus, Higgs boson is consequence but not cause of the spontaneous breaking of the gauge symmetry.
I can conclude the following. "God Lord, as the exact quantum dynamicists, does not throw dice at all", (as it has been supposed by Einstein) , but "man, with limited, approximate theoreticallyexperimentally abilities, can to know God hand act only by playing at dice" (what has been pointed out by Bohr) .
Simplicius: So, in remarkable dialogue between Einstein and Bohr [2] , [3] on the conceptual problems of the quantum mechanics foundation both physicists have been in right. At the beginning, at exact level of the analysis, was quantum mechanics as the pure deterministic-dynamical theory (without need for any generalization of its dynamics by hidden variables). Simultaneously, at the beginning, at the approximate "classical" (weakly interfering wave packets) level of the analysis, was measurement process. It includes approximate description of the measuring apparatus, by spontaneous (non-dynamical) superposition breaking, which actualizes probabilities non-deductable (in a physically plausible way) from any deterministic-dynamical description.
Salviati: Yes, it is. Simplicius: However, it is not clear to me where in approximacionistic dynamical theory of the collapse global dynamical instability, as the necessary condition for spontaneous (non-dynamical) superposition breaking (effective hiding), appears?
Salviati: It is very easy, according to general definition of the wave packet and weakly interfering wave packets approximation, that the following theorem be proved:
Superposition of the weakly interfering wave packets does not represent any wave packet! It means that within wave packet approximation superposition of the weakly interfering wave packets represents globally unstable dynamical state, even if, of course, exactly quantum mechanically this superposition dynamically stable state. On the other hand, within wave packet approximation, any wave packet in the superposition represents locally stable dynamical state. In this way condition for realization of the collapse as the spontaneous (non-dynamical) superposition breaking on the pointer is satisfied completely.
Simplicius: I understand. Salviati: Generally speaking, measurement can be considered as the continuous Landau phase transition with spontaneous (non-dynamical) superposition breaking (effective hiding) [24] [25] [26] , [31] . Here critical parameters represent standard deviations of the wave packets coordinates, while continuous variables are distances between wave packets. Precisely, by exact quantum mechanical dynamical interaction between object and pointer there is a continuous restitution of the correlations between eigen states of the measured observable of the object and wave packets of the pointer. During some short time interval after beginning of given interaction, pointer wave packets are not weakly interfering. Later, distances between wave packets become large and large till time moment when given wave packets become weakly interfering. Then, on the pointer, in the wave packet approximation, collapse occurs as the spontaneous (non-dynamical) unitary symmetry, i.e. superposition breaking (effective hiding). Simultaneously, for reason of the existence of the quantum correlations between object and pointer, collapse appears on the object as effective quantum phenomena. (In respect to approximately (wave packet approximation), i.e. "classically" described, and spontaneously (non-dynamically) collapsed pointer, mixture of the second kind of the object states becomes effectively, but not only formally, non-distinctive from the first kind mixture of the object states.) However, super-system, object + pointer, is exactly quantum mechanically described by the entangled, i.e. correlated quantum state. This state is exactly quantum mechanically dynamically stable, so that here, i.e. exactly none collapse exists.
In this way problem of the foundation of quantum mechanics can be solved simply, without any contradictions with experimental results and without any additional non-plausible suppositions.
